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内容概要

`This is the ideal, up-to-date pocket dictionary specially planned for school use.  Aimed at students of eleven
upwards it contains 40,000 headword entries.  There are word origins given for all words, hundreds of phrases, and
sentences to show how words are used in context, as well as notes  on English usage and grammar.  There are also
excellent appendices with useful lists of countries and peoples of the world, weights and measures and foreign
words phrases used in English.'  Waterstone's Back to School

`Design: Another large format dictionary, but that pays off in a spacious, eminently clear design.  Accessibility:
Clear and accessible for pupils aged 11 and over.  Content: Forty thousand words, with word origins for all, as well
as grammar notes and separate reference section, for example,  countries of the world.  Verdict: Superb value for
money and the most classroom friendly text.  Best buy.    '  Times Educational Supplement

`This is the ideal, up-to-date pocket dictionary specially planned for school use.  Aimed at students of eleven
upwards it contains 40,000 headword entries.  There are word origins given for all words, hundreds of phrases, and
sentences to show how words are used in context, as well as notes  on English usage and grammar.  There are also
excellent appendices with useful lists of countries and peoples of the world, weights and measures and foreign
words phrases used in English.  '  Waterstone's Back to School

`Design: Another large format dictionary, but that pays off in a spacious, eminently clear design.  Accessibility:
Clear and accessible for pupils aged 11 and over.  Content: Forty thousand words, with word origins for all, as well
as grammar notes and separate reference section, for example,  countries of the world.  Verdict: Superb value for
money and the most classroom friendly text. Best buy.  '  Times Educational Supplement  --This text refers to an
out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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